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Overview
• Project undertaken by the Florence School of
Regulation on behalf of the European Commission
(DG Energy)
• Focus on
–
–
–
–

Market development
Upstream
Midterm outlook
Policy suggestions

• DISCLAIMER: All responsibilities are with FSR, not EC
• Final results to be published by EC during Summer 2017
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PART 1
ASSESSING UKRAINE’S
GAS MARKET DEVELOPMENT
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The policy framework
• Ukraine’s energy policy heavily affected by past
external influence, corruption and negligence
• Independence as key goal
• After Majdan (2014), major effort towards
implementation of the EU market model
• Interconnection with EU and demand decline
boosted security of supply
• Focus on Security of Supply may have had an
efficiency cost (i.e. higher gas prices)
• State role remains higher than in EU Member States
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Can Ukraine become
a Gas Market Hub?
• Ukraine has great potential to become an important,
competitive and liquid gas hub
–
–
–
–
–

Large market
Own, partly undeveloped gas resources
Large pipeline and storage capacity with huge transit flows
Plentiful trading opportunities
Access to LNG could be achieved by integration with
neighbours (West & South)
– Far enough from most active EU hubs to yield different prices

• However, not all potential hubs become real
• Testing Ukraine vs. EU standards
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The Ukrainian Gas Market:
A provisional assessment
• Fast implementation of Acquis Communautaire
(according to the Energy Community Secretariat)
• Ukraine’s gas market evolution is fast, any
assessment becomes quickly outdated
• Lively debate in Ukraine about market design,
regulation
• Under-representation of consumers’ interests
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• Assessment of primary legislation (including
transmission unbundling) beyond scope of
project
• Implementing
primary legislation
is only the iceberg
tip!
• Difficulties of
introducing retail
competition may be
underestimated
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Ukraine towards Europe’s
Gas Target Model
Mandatory Third Party Access (TPA) to pipelines
Connection between zones allocated by auctions

Strong unbundling of transportation pipelines from
suppliers/producers
Establishment of Virtual Trading Point
Retail competition for all customers: Price controls
to be eliminated
Unbundling of distribution network
Network Code to harmonise market rules
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Some key achievements
and critical issues
•
•
•
•

No daily balancing  no daily products
Market is almost entirely “over the counter”
Some exchange based trading started
Naftogaz of Ukraine acts as “market maker” by selling
at posted prices
• Traders mushrooming, including large ones from
Europe
• EFET contracts adopted
• Cannot yet sell back to Europe due to customs,
interoperability problems
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Focus on transmission
access & tariffs
• Entry-exit tariffs established, reformed as capacity
based and generalised since 1.4.2017
• Network Code issued
• Cost allocation among entry points most
questionable
• Depreciation criteria at odds with normal regulatory
practice, leading to high tariffs that hinder crossborder trade
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Transmission Tariffs

Source: REKK
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Benchmarking Europe’s
hubs: Ukraine
Responsible
party
NRA
TSO
TSO
TSO
TSO
TSO
TSO

What should be done
Establish a consultation mechanism
Entry-exit system established
Title Transfer (gas can be traded without physical delivery, usually by transfer between balancing
groups)
Cashout rules (long short positions set to zero at the end of the balancing period against payment of
penalty in €/MWh)
Accessible to non-physical traders (to trade gas you do not require to flow gas physically from entry to
exit)
Firmness of hub (cash out rules instead of pro rata curtailment of flows in case not enough gas is
traded at the hub)
Credit arrangements non punitive

Score
2016
0
0,5
0
1
0
0
0

NRA

Resolve market structural issues (defined role for historical player: gas release programs, transport
capacity release programs, market maker obligations, etc.)

NRA

defined Role of Hub operator (what are its responsibilities in comparison with the TSO)

0

NRA
Market

Agree regulatory jurisdiction if cross border
Establish a reference price at the hub for contract settlement

0
0

Market
Market
Market
Market
NRA
Market
Total

Standardised contract (e.g. EFET Master Contract)
Price Reporting Agencies active at the hub
Market makers
Brokers
Establishment of exchange
Index becomes reliable and used as benchmark
Total

Source: EFET; FSR estimation for Ukraine

0,5

1
1
0,5
0,5
0,5
0
5,5
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Benchmarking Europe’s hubs

Ukraine: 5.5

Source: EFET; FSR estimation for Ukraine (2016)
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Gas Hub Development:
Where Does Ukraine Stand?

Source: P. Heather, OIES; FSR’s own assessment
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Free Market Concentration…

• The deregulated market (industry) is probably
more competitive than in several EUMS…
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…and Prices

• …but prices have remained above those of
European hubs
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Actual vs. official prices

Prices may be converging lately – but too early to say
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Market price assessment
• Market almost entirely “over the counter”, based on
monthly contracts
• Competition enough to ensure that prices converge
 Price of Western Hubs + Transportation Cost
• Russian supplies excluded for political reasons
• High price compared to EU, Russia led to loss of
industrial competitiveness
• Ukraine less dependent on natural gas but more
dependent in fertilizers, other commodities
• Under prevailing East-West flows, price should 
Price of Western Hubs minus Transportation Cost if
fair trading conditions prevail
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The regulated market: households,
budget organisations & district heating

Source: Naftogaz; Platts

• Prices remain under strict government control
• Updates in line with supply price not implemented
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Issues in the regulated market
• Regulated market still significantly subsidised despite
price hikes
• Subsidies covering about 60% of households and district
heating, requiring ~ 50 BUAH (World Bank estimate)
• After price hikes, substantial under-payment emerging
• Price increases may have adverse social and macroeconomic impact, face political opposition
• Distribution unbundling not complete
• 70% of distribution controlled by a private conglomerate
• EU experience shows that retail competition only
develops slowly, so that price controls are retained for
long time even in affluent countries with open markets
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Hot issues in market design
• Moving towards daily balancing and market
– Postponed to 2018
– Software to be introduced but untested
– EU experience shows that this may be a long and painful
process, which requires co-ordination of several stakeholders

• Opening the market for households and budget
organisations
– Regulated market supplied by Naftogaz
– Subsidies partly removed in 2015 but no updates since April
2016
– EU experience shows significant practical difficulties in retail
market opening, even where subsidies are minor
– Daily balancing a significant source of difficulties
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PART 2
THE MID-TERM OUTLOOK
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Mid term market scenario

Source:
Naftogaz;
UTG, UGV
forecasts,
delayed by
0.5-1 year

• Official plans: moving towards self-sufficiency
• Is it feasible? What impact? What cost?
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Focus on Upstream: feasibility
• Wide agreement on technical feasibility to increase
production as resource based is large
• Expected investments of 1 B$/year from State sector, 400
M$ from private sector
• Naftogaz / UGV plans requires huge investment surge
(current level x 3)
• Raising external finance reckoned as hard and costly
• Huge potential burden on Ukrainian consumers, economy

• Wide scepticism about official Ukrainian upstream plans
from private stakeholders
• Upheld by Government (Concept Plan), Naftogaz/UGV
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Focus on Upstream: Taxes &
Permitting
• Tax system based on royalties, not aligned with best
world practices
• High, uneven and unstable royalty rates
• Extremely demanding permitting process
• Limited and out-of-date geological database access
• Very few licenses issued lately, but State producers
can obtain “special permits”
• No level playing field in production between State
and private producers
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Mid-term Outlook:
Market Health Impact
• If production development plans are implemented,
Ukraine may become self-sufficient
• Market health would deteriorate as State control
over the market could return above 70%
• EU supplies may fully substitute domestic
production but their price would remain high, hardly
providing a significant source of competition
• Stronger integration with neighbouring EUMS a
useful but long process, not likely to affect the
market for several years
• Ukraine’s gas prices would remain above European ones
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The State role in the gas market
• Naftogaz Group essentially performs 5
different roles:
– Main producer, Competing wholesale supplier in
the free market, Monopoly wholesale supplier in
regulated market, Transmission System Operator,
Storage Operator
– No control of gas production, storage monopoly
by 100% State-owned companies in the EU
– Market players under state ownership are listed
and partly privatised (e.g. FR, IT, PL, RO)
• Dominant role of State is the main difference
between EU and Ukraine’s gas industry structure
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Russian supplies and transit
• Two main scenarios:
1. Stalemate
2. Thaw

• Europe’ demand
outlook is not brilliant
• Can Ukraine and
Russia afford a
continuing stalemate
that may increase
costs for both?
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Russian supplies & transit
• Under the “stalemate” scenario:
– Limited and declining transit left as other routes to Europe are
developed
– No supply in Ukraine by Russian companies or by traders that
directly purchase Russian gas
– Wholesale price likely to converge to EU hub level plus transport
cost

• Under the “thaw” scenario:
– Transit outlook close to current level
– Traders may directly purchase Russian gas at conditions akin to
those agreed with EC (DG Competition)
– Competition would drive prices towards EU hub level minus
transport cost
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Thanks for your attention!
Email: sergio.ascari@eui.eu, ilaria.conti@eui.eu

Our web site: http://www.florence-school.eu

